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"I have attended a few free computer classes before, specifically
on Microsoft Word and other topics. But, THIS class was so much
better." -- A student in a College Station computer center
We serve 17 Texas counties as the lead organization of the
Texas Connects Coalition, a nonprofit collaboration
with Austin Free-Net bringing technology tools and training
to underserved communities.

From Our Staff ...
Will, our President & CEO, is
"thankful for family and
supportive friends."
Fran, Program Assistant in our
Rural Texas and San Antonio
office, is "thankful for my kids
and I'm thankful it's a beautiful
sunny day."
Chris, Program Specialist, is
"thankful for family, always."
Libbey, Director of Operations
in our Rural Texas and San
Antonio office, says, "I'm
thankful we live in a country
where we can aspire to great
things."
Our Mission is
to empower underserved
communities through the tools
of technology.
Links
Our website
How to Contact
Where We Serve
How to Give

TFA Gives A Texas-Sized Thank You
Everyone at Technology For All is grateful for the opportunity to
serve 90 Texas communities throughout Texas via the Texas
Connects Coalition program. To date, we have impacted almost
900,000 Texans by providing free technology access, skills and
support, essential in this economy.
This accomplishment would not be possible without the tireless
work and unwavering support of many people. And so, during this
Thanksgiving week, we would like to say Thank you! to:
Our Program Specialists, who stay late helping seniors and
children, first-time computer users and smart phone-only users,
entrepreneurs and students become more confident in their skills
and in their world,
Our 90 community-based organizational partners who
collaborate with us to meet the needs of diverse communities
from Houston to San Antonio, and everywhere in between,
Our caring and generous donors, including recent
contributors like Peggy Korth at our computer center at the
Bulverde/Spring Branch Library, the NRG Energy Limestone
Employees Fund and the Texas Westmoreland Coal Company,
And to our participants who inspire us every day with their
courage, persistance and excitement to learn,

Thank You!

Texas Connects Coalition

What Our Participants Say
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What Our Participants Say

90 public computer centers
17,117 average users per week
1,612 new and updated

"Thanks for the opportunity to learn Computer Basics—to
enhance the little knowledge I have so I feel more confident to try
this changing technology." -- Joan

computers

"Thank you for my wonderful teacher, Rebecca Miller. She is kind,
compassionate, patient, very knowledgeable and willing to work
with each person individually." -- Dorothy

891,386 total participants
126,418 training participants
1,738,377 hours of training
$4,981,144 matching value

"I personally thank everyone who make it possible for me to grow
and develop in this life arena. Thank you, TFA, for the
opportunity to learn." -- Chester
"Jerry: Thank you for your help. You're a great teacher. It is such
a big help to have someone like yourself in this time of need. What
you're doing is wonderful!" -- Debi

Did you receive this from a friend? Sign up here!

